
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you are interested in Iridology,  

You can learn at our next conference:  

 

1) The foundation of iridology and the value of the signs in the iris. IE; discolorations, 

openings in the fiber of the eye, radials (on the physical and emotional level). 

2) Learn by observing your iris structure, the principle signs, your constitution, and 

dispositions. 

3) These observations will teach us our characteristics, weaknesses, predispositions, etc. 

4) Learn the process of self-examination. 

5) Self analysis for creating more unity. 

6) Experience the beauty that comes from knowing your iris’ personal direction. 

7) Sowing seeds of knowledge, perhaps for a new potential, perhaps a future 

iridologist.     

  

 

September 24th and 25th, 2011 
Translated in English by: GINO BELLINFANTE  

Hotel Auberge Universel                                                                                                                        
5000 Sherbrooke East                                                                                                               

Montreal, QC -  H1V 1A1 

www.auberge-universel.com 

COURSE 
 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
IRIDOLOGY  

 

  DR.   DANIELE  LO RITO   

              
 

 

 

 

  



Dr. Lo Rito gives courses in iridology in Italy and in other parts of the world, and is 

well known as an international lecturer and researcher. This course will equip us to better 

understand the interpretations and techniques used in Iridology.  

 
 

Dr. Lo Rito is the author of the following books: 
- Il cronorischio       Ed. Editorium 
- Il massaggio con i fiori di Bach  Ed. Xenia 

 - Iridologia e i fiori di Bach   Ed. Xenia 
          - Iridologia di Base             Ed. Xenia 
 - Lo spazio dell'uomo    Ed. Xenia 
 - L' Iridologia              Ed. Mediterranee 

- Inner pupilary border     
- The timerisk 
- Iridologia spirituale                                 stampato in proprio 
- La volontà secondo la psicosintesi e l’iridologia    stampato in proprio 
- L’embriogenesi in iridologia                           stampato in proprio 
 

PROGRAM OF  
MULTIDIMENSIONAL IRIDOLOGY COURSE 
 

The classic signs in Iridology: 

 -description 

 -glossary of terms 

 -significant: physical and psycho-emotional 

The positive message of the signs in Iridology:  

-what they bring within  

-what they give 

-what they require 

The iris and the psycho-emotional state: 

 -the inner pupillary border 

 -the nutritive zone 

 -the border of the collarette 

 -the organs 



The archetypes as signs of fusion between them: 

 - contact your archetype 

 -future therapies 

The technological dimension of Iridology: 

- Presentation of the COSMICIRIS Multidimensional Iridology software (classic 

iridology, time risk, space risk and more…) 

 

Hypothesis for future works and discussion on hypothesis updates. 

 

                               Cost for the 2 day class-taxes included: 
 

$327.00 (CDN) to June (Early bird registration special) 

$377.00 (CDN) July to August 27
th

 

$427.00 (CDN) August 28
th

 to door entry 

 

 

For additional information and registration, please contact: 

ginoinsightiridology@videotron.ca 

info@TheCosmicIris.com  
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